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Foreword
The 24th February this year marks Ukraine’s 
biggest counteroffensive to the 8 year long 
Russian aggression. 

This year Ukraine has become the synonym of 
resilience and freedom. The world marvels at 
the strength of the Ukrainian people, going as far 
as calling us super humans. However, for Ukrainians there 
is nothing supernatural in wanting to live. 

At the core of Russia’s aggression lies an imperialistic ambition based on the
extinguishment of the Ukrainian nation along with its language, its culture and all
other attributes of its identity. Winning this war for Ukraine means winning the
right to exist. 

This is also an existential struggle for the very concepts of democracy, freedom
and sovereignty. If Ukraine falls these concepts will tumble with it, emboldening
autocrats across the world to commit more atrocities. 

So far this year, there has been almost unanimous understanding of this chain
reaction among leader of the free world. The support of Ukrainians has been
unprecedented. Even the military assistance has started reaching adequate
levels. 

However, Ukraine and the world are still quite some way from a final victory. This
winter will bring a critical test: will democracies stay united in the war of attrition
Russia is again waging against the world? 

This report, which takes a strategic and longterm perspective on strengthening
support for Ukraine,  explains exactly why it is crucial to keep the war in the at
the forefront of public discourse. 

Having visited Ukraine several times over the years of Russia’s aggression,
Stewart has developed an in-depth understanding of the situation on the ground.
This report highlights important areas of focus both for the UK and for the
Ukrainian government. 

A profound, comprehensive and accurate reflection by a true friend of Ukraine
that must be a guideline for champions of Ukraine the world over. 

Lesia Vasylenko
Member of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine



Introduction
Russia brought conflict to Ukraine in early 2014. 
Since then, the state was under near-constant 
low-level attack from Russia across multiple 
domains until February 2022, when Vladmir Putin 
chose to launch a full-scale war of colonial 
conquest on European soil. Over 5000 
non-combatant civilians are estimated to have 
died as a result of President Putin’s war of choice, 
with millions more having fled their homes to safer places 
in Ukraine or abroad. 

Key national infrastructure across Ukraine, from highways and energy plants to
hospitals and schools, has been damaged or destroyed; shelling and the
presence of mines along roads has limited access to basic goods and services
and has caused water and electricity cuts in residential areas. Against this
backdrop, Ukraine and its citizens are engaged in an existential war for the
survival of their families, communities and nation.

The material effects of this war are also felt far beyond Ukraine’s borders. Energy
prices have soared while Russia’s seizures and blockades of Ukrainian ports
compounded an already acute global food crisis. In the UK, the war will
contribute to pressures on energy, fuel and food prices and economic growth.
According to the OECD, these will all be hampered as long as the conflict
continues. 

Despite recent Ukrainian gains and a united front from Ukraine’s allies, the next
few months will prove difficult for all. This report will outline some of the
challenges that Ukraine and its allies face, and will suggest actions the
international community can take to ensure not only a Ukrainian victory, but a
lasting peace in Europe.

One thing we must guard against – and what is the main motivation behind this
paper – is so-called ‘Ukraine fatigue’. Whilst polling tells us that overall support
for Ukraine remains strong, the impact Russia’s war is having on the cost of living
crisis is also having an impact on public attitudes to maintaining and
strengthening sanctions on Russia. We must not shy away from this, but instead
make a concerted effort to demonstrate to the public the importance of
standing with Ukraine and punishing Russia for the crimes it is committing –
crimes that include the indiscriminate bombing of civilians, executions, torture,
and sexual violence.  



Ukraine is not only fighting for its freedom, but for the freedom of the democratic
world and the rules based order. If Vladmir Putin is allowed to succeed in his war
of colonial aggression, he will open a new chapter in human history which will see
us regress to a world without rules or norms – a world where like human life is, to
quote Hobbes, solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short. 

As economic challenges caused by the war increasingly bite at home, politicians  
must continue to make this point: the war in Ukraine is a fight for all our freedom
and Ukrainian defenders of that freedom must be supported. 

If Ukraine loses, we all lose.

Stewart McDonald MP 
SNP Spokesperson for Defence 



83%

51%

Public polling 
Want Ukraine to win the war

Care 'a great deal' who wins the war.
A further 27% say it matters 'a fair
amount'

50%
Say the war and corporate
profiteering are major factors in the
cost of living crisis

75%
Back further economic sanctions on
Russian interests in the UK

69%
Support sending additional weapons
and supplies to Ukraine

Source: YouGov polling, September 2022 



When financial hardship is explicitly mentioned
as a consequence of measures against Russia,
support begins to drop compared with polling
two months earlier.

Q. Would you support or oppose keeping sanctions against
Russia if it means...
An increase in the cost of living?
43% Support (-5%)
38% Oppose (+2%)

Oil and gas shortafalls in the UK?
46% Support (-3%)
36% Oppose (+2%)

Oil and gas shortafalls in the UK?
40% Support (-5%)
42% Oppose (+1%)

Whilst polling shows support for Ukraine remaining high, there is slippage when it is
factored against the cost of living crisis. That being said, the same polling shows
that the public believe the government has the capacity to continue supporting
Ukraine and taking measures to help ease the cost of living crisis - doing both
aren't seen to be mutually exclusive.  

There is still some way to go before we start to see calls to reduce support for
Ukraine to help with the cost of living, but this is something that we must keep a
watchful eye on - particularly as household budgets come under significant
pressure.  

A combination of pressured household budgets and an active campaign by the
Kremlin and its proxies to eat away at public support for Ukraine and measures
against Russia, must always be actively combatted in our broader public discourse.

Source: YouGov polling, September 2022   



The Ukrainian government must be financially
supported in the first phase of its reconstruction
process to help create the conditions for Ukrainians
who want to return home, to do so. Reconstruction
will be a longterm project that the international 
 community should play a strong role in. 

The international community must continue to
support Ukraine’s battle for the integrity of their
state and the rules-based order. This support should
tap into the strong public support for Ukraine and
harness all sectors of society to ensure victory.

Strategic support: 
 three main goals 
The war in Ukraine is being fought on the battlefield and in the hearts and minds
of people across the world. If Ukraine is to win – which it must if the security and
freedom of the rest of Europe is to be guaranteed – the international community
must turn its focus to the immediate achievement of three mains goals. 

The Ukrainian people – at home and abroad – must
be given the support and help they need to recover
from the mental and physical effects of the war.
Programmes of support must be a priority in helping
rebuild the psychological resilience of the Ukrainian
people.  



A global coalition 
In addition to the colonial conquest of a sovereign European state, Putin hopes to
fracture support for Ukraine: within states and between them. With this in mind, it
is vital that states remain conscious of the need to maintain domestic and global
support for the political, economic and military support for Ukraine over the
coming winter. 

Across the globe, there is currently a strong willingness to provide economic,
military and political support across political parties and civil society – this must
not waver. Governments must continue to articulate to their citizens why they are
supporting Ukraine and make clear that it is in the long-term interests of their
citizens to support Ukraine’s war effort. 

For governments and politicians, this means being explicit about the challenges
that people will face in the coming months – higher food prices, higher energy
prices, higher fuel prices – and taking active steps to combat these using all
policy and financial levers available to insulate citizens from the worst effects of
Putin's war - especially those on the lowest incomes, where support for Ukraine
and sanctions on Russia is often lowest. 
 
Allied states must also be mindful of our friends and allies beyond Europe and the
West. At the outbreak of the war, thirty-five countries – between them
representing a demographic majority of the world’s population – abstained on a
resolution at the UN General Assembly condemning the Russian invasion at the
outbreak of the war. While the obscenity of Russia’s war crimes and its weakening
political and military position have prompted previously non-aligned states to
side with Ukraine, this vote must serve as a reminder that support for Europe's
goals cannot be taken for granted. And, as hundreds of billions of dollars of aid
are sent to Ukraine, it is vital that this does not come at the expense of our
partners in the Global South. Indeed, many countries in the Global South –
particularly countries like India and South Africa – can play a key role in
Ukraine’s reconstruction and should be included in projects going forward. 

The war in Ukraine is a war for democracy and state sovereignty – values that
matter to people and states the world over. NATO and EU allies should act
accordingly, strengthening the domestic political support for Ukraine and
bringing as many states as possible into the Ukraine-led coalition.



The Ukrainian Government, with the European Commission and the World Bank,
has estimated the cost of reconstruction and recovery across social, production
and infrastructure sectors for the damage incurred in the first 4 months of the
invasion to be $349 billion. As of July 2022, around 40,000 pieces of critical
national infrastructure required immediate rebuilding at an estimated cost of
$100bn.[1] 

This physical reconstruction must be done as soon as possible so that communities
can also be rebuilt. This means reconstructing schools, hospitals and housing and
removing debris such as landmines and it means creating the conditions for
people to earn a living and for businesses to trade.

Those states supporting Ukraine's reconstruction should seek to harness the
broadest possible coalition of support from the public, private and voluntary
sectors. Goodwill towards Ukraine is one of our strengths and we should use it to
support reconstruction with a sense of urgency to support Ukraine's needs.  

In the UK, support for Ukraine must also mean addressing the loopholes that allow
President Putin’s inner circle to launder money and commit fraud using UK-based
financial vehicles, such as Scottish Limited Partnerships. 

A joint investigation by the BBC and Finance Uncovered has discovered evidence
linking several ELPs to Putin’s inner circle of oligarchs involved in fraud and money
laundering. The UK Government must urgently review these loopholes in the
current sanctions regime and urgently bring forward plans to eliminate them. So
long as there remains opportunities to get around sanctions they will lack
credibility.  

[1] Patrick Wintour, ‘Ukraine lays out $750bn ‘recovery plan’ for postwar future’,
The Guardian. July 2022

Financial recovery



Governments across the globe have a significant role to play in supporting all
displaced Ukrainian people, whether one of the eight million displaced within
their home country or one of the six million – a number greater than the entire
population of Scotland – displaced abroad.[1] 

For those who have fled abroad, programmes which maintain cultural and
emotional links between those living abroad and their home country – such as
enabling Ukrainian education to continue virtually – must be supported. And
Ukrainians – like all refugees – must be treated with respect and dignity in this
country. 

Ukraine's First Lady, Olena Zelenska, recently announced a partnership with
UNICEF to protect children's access to education. This presents a unique
opportunity for countries to support the almost 6 million school-aged children
impacted by the war. 

Asylum seekers are five times more likely than UK residents to experience mental
health challenges, particularly depression, PTSD and anxiety disorders –
symptoms often caused and exacerbated by the hostile environment and
problems with finding work, reuniting with family and building a life. 

If Ukraine is to be rebuilt and repopulated by its citizens in the short and medium
term, public programmes are vital to ensure a healthy post-war Ukrainain
population. Playing our part in ensuring this support should be a key part of our
wider strategy to helping Ukrainians rebuild their lives. 

It is also worth noting that as we have taken in many thousands of Ukrainian
refugees in such a short space of time, anti-asylum seeker rhetoric is on the rise in
our political discourse. Public figures should remember that, like all other
refugees, Ukrainians are also reading the news. a hostile discourse serves
nobody's interests.  

[1] Olena Zelenska, YES Conference, September 2022

The human scars
of war

ASDD A THING ABOUT POLLING PUBLIC OPINION HERE



The international copmmunity must assist the Ukrainian government in its post-
war recovery plan – including material support for Ukraine's pathway to EU
membership.

Ukraine’s recovery – estimated to cost upwards of $750bn – must be the common
task of the democratic world. While Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal hopes for one
third of this money to come from the private sector, democratic states must
continue to support Ukraine politically and financially until it is on a clear path to
self-sufficiency. 

As discussed above, states from the Global South have expertise in many of the
technical sectors – such as the creation of a green economy – that will be
needed during Ukraine’s recovery and must be as closely involved in this process
as possible.

With a Ukrainian National Recovery Council leading the reconstruction of the
Ukrainian state, EU partners should work closely with Ukraine to assist the state
on its pathway to EU membership. Allies must also work together with Ukraine to
establish a coherent roadmap outlining Russia’s requirements to pay reparations
for the damage caused by its invasion.

Post-war
reconstruction 



Democracies must actively work to restore the taboo on the violation of state
sovereignty broken by Russia and to create security guarantees for Ukraine that
are fit for purpose.

A Ukrainian victory is necessary for the survival of the international system in its
current form, as are justice and accountability for Russian crimes. As the historian
Timothy Snyder has argued, ‘the outcome of the war matters throughout the
world, not just in the physical realm of pain and hunger but also in the realm of
values, where possible futures are enabled.”[1] 

Recognising this, and following President Zelenskyy’s proposal, states must push
for the establishment of a Nuremberg-style trial to investigate atrocities
committed by Russian troops and seek justice and accountability for these crimes,
as well as for the crime of the war itself. This should be done in Ukraine and in the
Ukrainian language. 

As Geoffrey Nice KC, formerly lead prosecutor of Slobodan Milosevic for the UN
Tribunal, noted ‘proving crimes is not difficult to achieve. It is not difficult to see
Putin has been in charge and that war crimes have been committed’[2]. Russian
co-operation with this trial may be one key metric by which we can judge that
Europe is on a path towards peace.

Democratic states – particularly the United Kingdom and the United States, as
signatories to the Budapest Memorandum – must reflect on the failure of bilateral
and multilateral security guarantees to protect a European state from a war of
colonial aggression. This trial might act as the first step in the creation of a new
architecture of European security with Ukraine at its heart. 

[1] Timothy Snyder, Ukraine Holds the Future, Foreign Affairs. October 2022
[2] Geoffrey Nice KC, YES Conference, September 2022

Accountability



The UK must take active measures to insulate itself from future international
shocks.

For too long, the UK’s reliance on fossil fuels has long been a long-term threat to
its citizen’s security and wellbeing. The war in Ukraine made this dependence an
immediate threat. While Liz Truss, as Foreign Secretary, argued that the UK woke
up to the need to reduce its "strategic economic reliance on authoritarian
regimes" following the Russian invasion of Ukraine, Boris Johnson went cap-in-
hand the following week to a government which just executed 81 men in 24 hours
because, in the words of Sajid Javid, “whether we like it or not, Saudi Arabia is
one of the world’s largest oil producers.” The UK cannot simply swap one
dependency for another. 

The UK Government must ensure future energy security by investing in self-
sufficient sources of energy - primarily renewables - working with partners to
ensure energy continues to flow cross-border, better insulation in homes across
the UK, and develop better storage capabilities and reserves. The UK needs a
programme like the Manhattan Project but for renewable energy, with the power
and resource of the state invested in making renewable energy cheap, efficient,
and available for all.

Similar dependencies apply across multiple sectors of the UK economy, with
many universities increasingly financial reliant on tuition fees paid by students
from China – a country labelled a national security threat by the UK Government.
While Chinese students and tourists alike are welcome in the UK, institutions of all
kinds across the UK must take active steps to diversify their economic
relationships away from an overreliance on people, goods and services from any
one country.

Secondly, although Russia’s war in Ukraine has yet to deliver any significant
military victories, Moscow’s fight in the information space is proving tougher to
defeat. Malign information is a key aspect of Russia’s war strategy as it uses the
information environment to justify its war, both domestically and abroad, and to
coerce audiences into unwittingly supporting its actions. Ahead of its invasion of
Ukraine, the Kremlin pre-emptively allocated substantial budget for these
practices, with government spending on ‘mass media’ between February and
March 2022 increasing by 433 per cent to reach 17.4 billion roubles (around 215
million euros). Governments should recognise that the past year has revealed just
how vulnerable our societies are to disinformation – from within and out with the
state – and take urgent steps to build information resilience within the domestic
population.  

Building resilience



Conclusion
The Ukrainian people are currently engaged in an existential fight for their
freedom and against a rogue state hell-bent on their destruction.

Ukrainians are not only defending their freedom: they are fighting for ours too.
They are not only fighting for their families, their homes, and their country, but for
the future of the international rules-based system where state behaviour is
regulated by an agreed set of rules and norms. Russia’s actions are a direct
assault on that system. 

Whilst  nations have largely risen to the moment in support of Ukraine, it is crucial
that our resolve holds over the tough months to come. We must be by Ukraine's
side for the long term to ensure victory on its soil, contribute to its rebuilding, and
support the Ukrainian people in their time of need. 

West should seek to martial a whole of society approach in support of Ukraine,
harnessing our public, private, non-governmental and academic sectors to help
them win and rebuild. 

It is also crucial that the door is open to the Global South in this cause. They bring
a unique dynamic to the table and, for too long, they have felt ignored. We
should recognise that there is no more resilient approach to supporting Ukraine
than one that includes the Global South. 

German Federal Chancellor Olaf Scholz has spoken about a Zeitenwende – a
turning point – in how the West deals with violations of such rules in future and
signalled that a much tougher line would be taken to defend the international
system.

Scholz’s phrase – die Wende – evokes the era of political change which brought
down the Berlin Wall and led to the reunification of Germany. It is a comforting
word for politicians, one which allows us to look, steely-eyed, towards a future
where all decisions will be made based on realpolitik and where European
values and interests will be defended to the hilt. But the time for comforting
words is long past.

I agree with Chancellor Scholz that European governments must be more willing
to be more muscular in defending their values and interests at home and abroad
– but that is only half the battle. We live in messy, multi-layered modern states
which the invasion of Ukraine has shown to be built on decades of complacency
and false assumptions about security.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peaceful_Revolution


Our backing for Ukraine must be steeled for the tough times ahead. Whilst public
support remains high, we must not become complacent. Making the case to our
populations should be a constant effort, and be motivated by a desire to involve
our societies in helping Ukraine.  

We must also ensure that we ourselves remain resilient in the face of international
shocks so that the open and democratic way of life we all enjoy can continue to
flourish. That means taking seriously the threats to economic, energy, human and
information security that have for too long been an afterthought. 

For Russia, this is a war of choice. For Ukraine it is a war of necessity. The war
would end tomorrow if Russia stopped fighting. If Ukrainians stop fighting their
country would cease to exist.  In Today’s world, there are few causes more noble
than supporting Ukraine in that effort.

Stewart McDonald MP




